Recessed Downlighting
Dim-to-warm technology
Introducing the simple nature of dim-to-warm

Ideal for setting the mood, the Portfolio D2W™ technology creates a warm inviting atmosphere. Similar to a halogen source, the clean, crisp light at full power begins at 3000K and dims smoothly to 1850K, creating a rich, warm glow resembling candlelight or the sun on the horizon.

- ENERGY STAR® qualified. Learn more at energystar.gov.
- 900-2000 lumen recessed downlights, wall wash and cylinders
- 90 CRI throughout dimming range
- Dual dimming 0-10V/trailing edge driver
- Optional 0-10V <1%, Fifth Light DALI or DMX driver
- >70 lm/W

- Modular design for added ordering flexibility
- Flexible disconnect for quick and easy installation of LED module
- Downlights are wet location listed
- 50,000 hours rated life (L70)
- Available in all Portfolio Alzak® finishes
- Five-year warranty
- Emergency battery backup available
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You’ve got to see it to believe it.